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what is writing?







what is reading?



• a reading from the photoresistor


• a reading from a fortune teller


• a reading of the situation


• reading someone's mind


• reading a hard drive


• I read you loud and clear



Proto-germanic *rēdaną "advise, counsel" > 
Middle English rede "govern, interpret (a dream)" >

Modern English read

Proto-Indo-European *leǵ- "gather" > 
Latin legere "to choose, select, appoint" >

Spanish leer "to read", French lire "to read"

...but also English legal, legislation



reading is about imposing control, careful selection (in the face of the 
unknown)



what is text?



Proto-Indo-European *tetḱ-
"to weave, braid, construct"

Ancient Greek
τέχνη (tékhnē)

"craft, trade, art" 

Latin textus
"structure, weaving"

Proto-Germanic *þahsuz
"badger"

technology
text Dachshund

(literally "badger dog")



a text is a weaving (or a badger?!)
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how is a text created?



– Urban, G. and Silverstein, M. Natural histories of discourse. University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA, 
1996.

"The text-artifact does indeed have a physical-temporal structure, 
precisely because it was originally laid down, or sedimented, in the 

course of a social process, unfolding in real time." 



transcription



Reality 
analog phenomena 

~mysterious, unknowable~ transcription TEXT!





images from http://usesofscale.com/gritty-details/basic-ocr-correction/

http://usesofscale.com/gritty-details/basic-ocr-correction/






why generate texts with 
computation?





–Victor Shklovsky, Art as Device (1916)

“The purpose of art is to impart sensation to an object as something 
seen rather than [merely] recognized; the device of art is the device 

of the ‘estrangement’ (ostranenie) of things and the device of 
defacilitated form, enhancing the difficulty and duration of 

perception, so that the perceptual process in art is an end in itself 
and should be prolonged.” 



–Victor Shklovsky, Art as Device (1916)

“In studying poetic speech in its phonetic and lexical structure as 
well as [...] in the characteristic thought structures compounded from 

the words, we find ... material obviously created to remove the 
automatism of perception.”

ostranenie = estrangement, defamiliarization 
phonetic = how language sounds and is pronounced 
lexical = which words are used 
"thought structures" = semantics = what words mean





Graeber, David, and David Wengrow. “Unfreezing the Ice Age: The Truth about Humanity’s Deep Past.” The 
Guardian, 19 Oct. 2021. The Guardian, https://www.theguardian.com/news/2021/oct/19/unfreezing-the-ice-

age-the-truth-about-humanitys-deep-past.

“[S]uch festivals... allowed people to imagine that other 
arrangements are feasible, even for society as a whole, since it was 
always possible to fantasise about carnival bursting its seams and 
becoming the new reality. [...] Villagers who played at 'turning the 
world upside down' would periodically decide they actually preferred 
the world upside down, and took measures to keep it that way. [...] 
[T]hey appear to have played much the same role in fostering 
political self-consciousness, and as laboratories of social possibility.” 



Italo Calvino, quoted in Deming, Alison Hawthorne. Writing the Sacred into the Real. 1st ed, Milkweed 
Editions, 2001, p. 46.

Literature is necessary to politics above all when... it gives a name to 
what as yet has no name, especially to what the language of politics 
excludes or attempts to exclude. [...] Literature is like an ear that can 
hear things beyond the understanding of the language of politics; it is 

like an eye that can see beyond the color spectrum perceived by 
politics.... [T]he writer may happen to explore areas that no one has 
explored before... and to make discoveries that sooner or later turn 

out to be vital areas of collective awareness.



nonsense (n). something that 
has never been said before



Luna 3 
(1959)



the unknown

the familiar
cute 
robot 

explorer



–Jackson Mac Low, The L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E Book (p. 26-7)

[The] motive for use of chance (&c) means was to be able to generate 
series of "dharmas" ... relatively "uncontaminated" by the 

composer's "ego." It was such a relief to stop making artworks carry 
that burden of "expression"! ... But ... I [do] allow my own emotions 

to influence my systematically generated work...: my choices of 
means, materials, &c., can't help being influenced by emotions, & I'd 

be foolish if I thought they weren't 



computation with language 
doesn't belong to computers



蘇蕙, 璇玑图 (Sū Huì, Xuánjī Tú "Picture of the Turning Sphere"), 4th c. CE



Text-generating cylinder from the Metametrica (1663)

Juan Caramuel y Lobkowitz



stichometry
From stíkhos, "a row of soldiers; a line of poetry" 
+ metry ("measure").


"[I]n Greece the principle was to consider 
hexametric verses as units and to write them 
down in subsequent lines.... [This] principle of 
division... was also applied to Latin in ancient 
Rome. [...] Segmentation of text into formal, 
semantic (and later syntactic) units – not related 
to the physical data carrier – was at that time a 
great achievement and allowed future generations 
of philologists and grammarians to create the first 
real corpus and statistical tools, i.e. concordances 
and indexes."
Pawłowski, Adam. “Prolegomena to the History of Corpus 
and Quantitative Linguistics. Greek Antiquity.” Glottotheory, 
vol. 1, no. 1, 2008, pp. 48–54.



scribes and programmers: getting paid by the line

It is established by means of the 
celebrated edict of Diocletian (A. D. 
301), which was a tariff of maximum 
prices for the Roman empire, that the 
pay of scribes was by the hundred 
lines... this assumed the fixity of the 
line, and would be altogether illusory 
upon any other hypothesis. [...] [I]n 
every case the measure is by verses, 
no distinction being made or imagined 
between prose and poetry.

Harris, J. Rendel. “Stichometry.” The 
American Journal of Philology, vol. 4, no. 2, 

1883, pp. 133–157.



S. L. Hill's Alphabet Blocks (1858)

For more on alphabet blocks, see Smith, Ernie. “The ABCs of Wooden Alphabet Blocks.” Atlas 
Obscura, 23 May 2017, http://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/history-alphabet-blocks.



To make a Dadaist poem: 

• Take a newspaper. 
• Take a pair of scissors. 
• Choose an article as long as the poem you want to 

make. 
• Cut out the article. 
• Then carefully cut out each of the words that make up 

this article and put them in a bag. 
• Shake gently. 
• Then take out each scrap, one after the other, in the 

order in which they left the bag. 
• Copy conscientiously. 
• The poem will resemble you. 
• And here you are, an infinitely original writer, endowed 

with a sensibility that is charming yet beyond the 
understanding of the vulgar. 

—Tristan Tzara (1920)



Trettien, Whitney Anne. Computers, Cut-Ups and Combinatory Volvelles: An Archaeology of Text-
Generating Mechanisms. MIT, 2009, http://whitneyannetrettien.com/thesis/.

“[P]resenting digital poetry as radically new or even procedurally 
modernist overemphasizes media technologies at the expense of... 
cyclically recurring elements and motives underlying and guiding the 
development of media culture [...]. What if... we broadened our 
investigation to combinatory reading and writing practices across 
multiple material and aesthetic platforms?” 



the theory: computational writing emerges wherever literacy* does



politics of computational 
ostranenie



–Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus

"Language is not made to be believed but to be obeyed.... A rule of 
grammar is a power marker before it is a syntactical marker."

–Robert Creeley

"Oh yes, the sentence. That's what we call it when 
we put someone in jail."

–Kathy Acker

"I was unspeakable, so I ran into the language of 
others."

–M. NourbeSe Philip
"There is no telling of this story; it must be told."



why is "electronic" important?



• speed and scale: texts can be composed from many other texts, very 
quickly


• new units (bytes, unicode code points, files, n-grams, TCP/IP packets, 
vectors, tweets...)


• digital text wears heterogenous authorship on its sleeve


• digital text is linear—one unit follows the next—and therefore iterable



what the course doesn't cover

• typography and layout


• narrative


• interactivity



http://rwet.decontextualize.com/


